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A 'Dangerous' woman:
Mary Edmonds, vice
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fresident of student affairs,
inds a home and purpose in
Bowling Green away from
her "city person" roots.
► See CAMPUS, page 3.
Carlson Correct?

Geography Department
Chairman Alvar Carlson
says the government isn't to
blame for the woes of HisCc-Americans in New
ico.
►■See page 4.
Greek update:
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Bowling Green greeks
receive regional recognition.
►See GREEK LIFE, page
6.
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Campus
Vote today:

Today is the final day to
vote in the 1991USG elections.
The poll locations are as
follows:
• Union Foyer 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
• Student Recreation
Center 5 to 10 p.m.
• Jerome Library Foyer 4
to 11 p.m.
Students must present a
valid student ID with current validation sticker and
may only vote once.
Voters will receive a ""
voted USG" sticker and a
ticket for a free can of soda
from University food services.

Nation
Brady Bill battled:

Americans favor a waiting period for handgun sales
and "the NRA is running
scared," the head of a congressional crime subcommittee said Tuesday.
Rep. Charles Schumer,
D-N.Y., who heads the
House Judiciary Committee's crime subcommittee,
said he's working for a
House vote by the end of
May on a national sevenday waiting period — the
"Brady Bill, named after
former White House Press
Secretary James Brady.
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Weather
Cold and snowy:

Snow mixed with sleet is
likely today. Freezing rain
possible in the morning.
High 35 to
40. East
winds 15
to25mph.
Chance of
precipitation is 70
?srcent.

might

and
Thursday,
flurries
likely. Low in the mid 20s
and the high Thursday 35 to
40.
compiled from local and
wire reports

JM

Students line up In the Union lobby to vote lor Undergraduate Student Government president and vice president Tuesday atter-
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noon. More than 1.000 ballots were cast at the Union polls Tuesday, according to USG officials.

Baker meets with Arabs, Israelis
JERUSALEM (AP) - Secretary of State James Baker III
opened new talks with Palestinian Arabs on Tuesday, overlooking their assertion they represent
the Palestine Liberation Organization that the Bush administration has shunned for the past
year.
Baker discussed with Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
demands from Arab nations that
Shamir prove he is willing to
make concessions in their direction.
A senior U.S. official said Sha-

mir took the request under consideration.
Baker is touring the Middle
East trying to sell Arabs and Israel on President Bush's Mideast
settlement formula: That Israel
relinquish occupied land in order
to gain the acceptance of its Arab
neighbors.
Shamir and Baker met for 75
minutes and excluded even notetakers from most of the one-onone discussion in Shamir's office.
Baker's meeting with the
Palestinians was widely publicized by American and Palestin-

ian participants.
He called the meeting with the
Palestinians in the home of U.S.
Consul General Philip Wilcox a
"window of opportunity."
Faisal Husseini, a spokesman
for the delegation, said "we told
him we are here because Yasser
Arafat told us to be here." The
group presented Baker with an
11-point memorandum reaffirming that "the PLO is our sole
legitimate leadership and interlocutors, embodying the national
identity and expressing the will of
the Palestinian people every-

where."
The Bush administration a year
ago suspended U.S. talks with the
PLO, accusing it of new terrorist
attacks against Israel.
Baker said at a news conference Monday night the dialogue
had been "terminated," but Husseini said Baker explained he had
misspoken and meant to say
"suspended."
According to a senior U.S. official, who described the meeting
on condition of anonymity, the
Palestinians complained to
See laker, page 7.

False fire drills declining
But Founders still receives about 40 percent of alarms
by Brenda Borman
contributing writer

Ohio hosts Coach of
the year:

Avers, 34, coached the
Buckeyes to a 25-3 record
during the season and a No.
1 seed in the NCAA Midwest
Regional. Ohio State shared
the Big Ten title with Indiana with a 15-3 league record, giving the school its
first conference championship since 1971.
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The Making Of A President

Sports
Randy Ayers, who in his
second year at Ohio State
led the Buckeyes to a share
of the Big Ten Conference
championship, was named
coach of the year by the U.S.
Basketball Writers Association on Tuesday.
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The number of fire alarms
pulled in University residence
halls appears to be down from
past years, according to one
University official, but residents
of Founders Quadrangle may
find this hard to believe.
As of March 5,70 alarms have
been pulled since August and
almost 40 percent were in Founders, according to Bill Lanning,

director of residence management.
Rhonda Green, hall manager
of Founders, believes many of
the 27 false alarms at Founders
are caused by non-residents.
"Residents need to be more
responsible for their guests.
They also need to be more careful of who they invite to stay
with them," she said.
Both Lanning and Green
agree Founders'location is convenient for more pranks since it
is located on the far end of cam-

Cus • and on the way home from
iwn and the bars.
Last academic year the number of campus fire alarms was
between 100 to 150, which was
down from past years, according to Lanning.
Lanning attributed the reduction to improved precautions by
the resident hall staffs to prevent false alarms.
"Either the student body has
improved or our improvements
in the system have caused this
I: See Alarms, page 5.

Soviets
expecting
new name
for Union
MOSCOW (AP)— Soviet republics voting to preserve the union
in Sunday s referendum will unite
under a new treaty in a country
renamed the Federation of
Sovereign States, an aide to
President Mikhail Gorbachev
predicted Tuesday.
The Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics cannot keep its name
because many of its 15 republics
have dropped the words "Soviet"
and "Socialist" from their own
names, said Grigory Revenko,
the presidential staffer in charge
of negotiations for a new Union
Treaty.
Revenko said republics that
vote against preservation of the
union in Sunday's referendum
will be allowed to secede, but only
according to the national secession law.
Independence activists say that
law, which requires that the
national legislature approve of
the republics' secession, makes
leaving the union virtually impossible.
Gorbachev will address the nation on television Saturday night
to urge approval of the referendum, Revenko said.
The referendum "has legal
force" but is "unlikely to finally
D See Soviet Union, page 4.

Student's
candidacy
announced
by Thomas W. Kclsey
staff writer

Because of what she considers
a lack of communication between
campus and the city, a University
student announced her candidacy
for Ward 1 representative last
month, raising
the number to
three hopefuls
for the seat.
Amy Hamm,
a sophomore
IPCO/pre-law
major from Hilliard, O., said Hamm
u
relations between University students and
the local community have
polarized, citing the legal repercussions of last fall's East Merry
arrests as a prime example.
If elected, Hamm saia she will
create a committee of students to
meet with Bowling Green police
"once or twice a month to improve relations between the [student body ] and the police."
Running independently against
□ See Hamm, page 5.

College atmosphere obscures alcohol abuse
by John Kohlstrand
city editor

Acceptance of abusive drinking
habits in college communities
and the 21 drinking age make it
difficult to determine when and if
a student has a "drinking problem." according to people who
work with the alcohol-dependent
regularly.
(NOT!)
"With the college-aged kids it's
the hardest to tell if they may be
UNDERAGING IN
alcoholic," according to Pearl
BOWLING GREEN
Oppliger, a staff member at the
Wood County Council on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse. "The college Sr's Prevention Center led by
atmosphere supports going out acqueline Daley — one made
and getting blitzed."
difficult by the 21-year-old drinkBecause of the social patterns ins age, she said.
and traditions on college camShe is charged with raising
puses, much of the 18-21 age awareness of issues surrounding
Ei>up misuses and abuses alco-the use of alcohol and other drugs
I, said Oppliger, who also through programming, accreditserves as a Bowling Green City ed University courses, and a library of information ranging
Council member.
These common drinking pat- from the stages of alcoholism to
terns make it difficult to tell arguments for marijuana legaliwhich members of this age group zation.
will "grow out" of these habits
Despite its resources, the Preand which will retain a "drinking vention Center is rarely utilized
problem," she said.
D See Drinking, page 6.
This is the task of the Universi-
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Proposed cuts
hurt homeless
If you think Ohio has a homeless problem now,
prepare yourself.
Ohio Governor George Voinovich's recommendations for budget cuts in the next two years will
be submitted to tne Ohio legislature Friday and
released to the public on Monday.
Speculation of which state programs are going to
take the deepest cuts are a hot issue on many lips — especially those in General Assistance.
Already more than a million dollars to housing and
homeless programs have been cut for the year ending
June 30, 1991, according to the Ohio Department of
Human Services. And now if ODHS oredictions of
Voinovich's proposed cuts of Ohio's General Assistance program are correct, an estimated 66,000 people

now depending on that aid could become homeless.
If the cuts are passed as is, General Assistance can
expect a whopping 89 percent decrease. General Assistance is designed to assist low-income adults without
children. General Assistance Medical is also the only
health care coverage for 131,000 Ohioans.
Incredibly, no Ohioan between the ages of 19 and 49
would be eligible for General Assistance funding, regardless of their disability or employability. According
to ODSH, the governor also wants to combine all "state
housing and homeless programs in the Department of
Development into one program with a 50 percent reduction in funding."
If these predictions become a reality, where are
these newhomeless going to seek assistance?
Who is going to nelp those who slip through our
system's cracks?
Indeed, the governor is not in an admirable position.
The state is projected to spend $27 billion, yet the budget only shows $25 billion in the bank.
The state financial dilemma is not the fault of Voinovich. But it seems ridiculous to make cuts where the

money is desperately needed. With the country in a
recession and unemployment rising, it is foolish to take
from the ones who can afford the least.
Voinovich's idea that the people have to take care of
themselves may read nice on paper, but it won't build
homes.
Without state assistance, the burden will be shifted
even more onto the local communities — most of which
are already stuggling to help the present homeless.
And it won t just be the Clevelands or Toledos that are
hit hard, but also small towns like Bowling Green.
In 1990, the Wood County Human Services did all
they could do to help the reported 293 homeless people [
129 children] here. And with no shelters, a problem in
most rural areas, there will be less places for the
homeless to go.
On March 21, the Ohio Coalition for the Homeless is
Elanning a noon rally at the State House to lobby legisitures and try and save general assistance.
Sadly though, it probably won't be enough.
And that is too bad for present and future homeless
Ohioans.

LETTERS
Discrimination
due to sexuality
constitutional

Campaign exposes faceless journalist
"Vampires are killers. Preda. tors. Whose all-seeing eyes were
meant to give them detachment.
The ability to see a human life in
■ its entirety, not only with any
mawkish sorrow but with a thrill• ing satisfaction in being the end
.ofthat life, in having a hand in the
'divine plan."
'. It has long been the nature of
journalists in this town to drun;kenly wobble into and out of the
-darkened bars in comfortable
.anonymity. Oh, for the days when
;I peacefully roamed Howard's
;with dead rock stars, holy fig• ure.s, other columnists and former editors of what was once the
:
nation's best college daily, un•discovered and without bloody
■self-awareness.
What few people read The BG
News, rarely paid attention to bylines and even the ones who did
never had a face to attach to the
name. The faceless print medium
allowed us the one-way mirror
luxury of spotting local newsmakers without being spotted.
"It was detachment that made
this possible, a sublime loneliness
with which we moved through the
world of mortal men."
Last Thursday, I finished writing the final questions for 77ie BG
News /Pi Sigma Alpha debate
early in the afternoon. With a few
hours to kill I picked up an Anne
Rice novel to waste away the
time before I had to put each of
the candidates on the spot. And I
was looking forward to sitting
aside, watching all five of them
maneuver and work under the
lights while I took measure of
them.
So I sat there alone in my darkening apartment reading Rice's
tales of a Louisiana vampire
named Lestat and his beautifully
evil need for blood. As the hours
grew darker, Lestat grew more
and more like myself — toying

LETTERS
Student critical
of endorsement
by News editors
Editor The News:
I can't believe it! For the last
six months. The News has spewed
forth condemnation after condemnation of USG and it's reputation of division and intolerance.
The "throw the bums out" mentality that has been in The News
reached incredible heights in re-

with his victims. Teasing them
before finally sucking the last
drop of life from their neck.
Lately, the University's politically ambitious have taken to accosting us media figures in our
fuzzy splendor as we make our
way through Bowling Green's
dark barrooms. Approaching us
dutifully with broad smiles and
firm handshakes they ostensibly
have sought to bestow praise on
the campus media.
Ironically, this new attention
began shortly before the USG
elections kicked off. Go figure.
"They might hunt and seduce.

Leftfield
-

by
Wynne
Everett

3

stay long in the company of the
doomed, enjoying the splendid
humor in his unwitting friendship
with death."
Originally, I wanted to write a
column about how strange and
awkward it feels to suddenly become necessary to these people in
a way that makes them do silly
things for your attention. How
weird and eerie it can be when
they try to take over your life
with their silly campaign and how
you can be eaten alive and
pestered to death if you're not
careful.
But that's bullshit. I love the
campaigns and I can admit I willingly put myself right in the
cent editorials expressing the resentment that The News had for
the political bullshit that has been
USG. Any student reading an editorial in The News easily reached
the conclusion that The News
wanted new leadership in USG;
someone not involved in the petty
backbiting and feuding. Wow,
great, what an idea. USG for the
students. Think of it.
The News had the opportunity
to embrace a USG for the students approach in the endorsement of the USG presidential
candidate. But the editors missed
the boat, they quit, they went
home early, they pulled the plugs
from the computer terminals in
West Hall. The editors of the
greatBG News endorsed Mike
Sears and Rob Routzahn. Fair
enough. I like Mike and Rob. As a

middle of it all — working them
over for information when I ran
into them in Howard's or the
Union, or just prodding to see who
would crack first or stuff a foot in
his or her mouth.
Like Lestat, I was delighted in
setting up my little hoops for
them to hop through in hopes of
securing The News endorsement
or a mention on page two.
The day I first met Chris Redfern he very cleverly set to bend
my ear about the evils of Kevin
Coughlin. He warned me off
Coughlin as if I had no idea who
the man was, hoping to gain my
influence against the Democratbashing president.
Fool. I returned to the newsroom grinning and only wishing I
could have been there when he
discovered I knew Kevin Coughlin better than he did, even before
the College Democrats were
aware of what a threat Kevin
could be to them.
"/ knew peace only when I
killed, only for that minute..."
I first discovered my blood-thirsty nature during last year's
race. The pleasure of watching
Kevin Coughlin's face when he
walked into theJVews endorsement interview only to discover I
was on the panel is still indescribable.
This spring I fell right back into
the hunt. I was tickled to have
Damian Billak jump into a booth
at Mark's to assure me the Kevinfed rumors about him were untrue. And Greg Rossetti asking
campaign advice on behalf of his
man, Mike Sears, brought bizarre
satisfacUon.
"You alone of all creatures can
see death that way with impunity.
You alone under the rising moon
can strike like the hand of God! "1
only grew impatient and weary of
the game when these poor victims of mine figured me out and
team, they did a fine job of addressing issues. But, aren't these
two guys in USG now? Isn't Mike
the number three man in USG
right now? Maybe the infighting
hasn't been attributed to Mike. If
so, maybe The News should have
expressed that in the many if not
several editorials which
slammed USG. Do the editors
have any guts? Why not take the
chance on Sara Parish and Damian Billak or Dave Gagner and
Sharon Siefert? Or does one have
to have a hold on a cabinet or top
General Assembly seat on USG
before they can be called experienced? In the case of Gagner and
Siefert, it's a crock if candidates
can only be taken seriously if they
have pretty signs and cute stickers. If signs were a prerequisite
for USG, Coughlin wins hands
down (again and again)!

drew me in through my fatal
weakness. It was like a mirror
held before me, or the odor of a
garland of garlic cloves. They
came after me with stakes in
hand.
The political insiders' word on
the street began to include mention of my political affiliation and
secret love life, I was uncomfortably exposed.
This daylight of sorts was awful. It was much better when I
was the all-knowing questioner
approaching naive political wannabes with nothing to lose and
everything to gain. But now that
they knew as much, if not more
about me, the game was terrifyingly losable.
Now, with the election almost
over, I know I will find the losers
in retreat and winners with no
need of me anymore. So much for
the bloodsucking. And I am relieved.
"Am I damned? Am I from the
devil? Is my very nature from the
devil? I was asking myself over
and over..."
Wynne Everett, The News'
Classic Liberal Chick and investigative editor is on assignment in New Orleans researching
her next series.

Editor The News:
I am forced to respond to a letter that I wrote which was published in the editorial section of
The News on Friday, March 8,
1991. The heading that you chose
for my letter was "Discrimination based on sexuality unconstitutional." That heading is a completely polarized statement of the
point that I make in my letter.
I wrote that letter to point out
that when members of LAC. A are
discriminated against based on
their sexual preference, they are
not being denied the free exercise
of a fundamental right. If LAGA
members are being discriminated against based on their sexual preference, and the discriminating state entity has a rational
basis for that discrimination,
then the court will not disturb
those policies or practices. I cannot imagine that the content of
my letter was so unclear as to
warrant the heading that you assigned. If anything, it shoud have
read "discrimination based on
sexuality is constitutional."
An article in Friday's edition of
The News carried the headline
"Coughlin discrimination verdict
could take five days." That article addressed USG President Kevin Coughlin's alleged discrimination against LAGA President
David Steeves for an open seat on
the USG Senate. Even if Coughlin
is found guilty after winning another term as USG President, I
fail to see how, under current SuEreme Court decisions, he could
e removed from office; there
has been no violation of the law as
it stands today. From where I
stand, Mr. Steeves, even if your
allegations are true, tough luck,
andlurther, get used to it because
it will probably happen again.
Perhaps you should have reviewed Supreme Court case law
prior to adopting your current
sexual orientation to ascertain
the full impact of your decision. If

I had been the Standards and
Procedures hearing officer, the
BGSU community would not have
to wait five days for Coughlin's
verdict; five minutes would have
been adequate.
Kevin Painter.
U. of Akron school of law

Students urged to
cast educated votes
in USG election
Editor The News:
Another election is here. This
election is not for the presidency
of the United States or for a seat
in the House of Representatives
or the senate, this election is for
our Undergraduate Student
Government. Many people feel
that this is no big deal. Well it is.
Students have the opportunity,
or should we say the obligation, to
help decide who will run our student government. March 12 and
13, voting will be taking place at
the Union, library and the rec
center. With a proposed budget of
more than $30,000 at stake, there
is a need for student concern.
This money comes from our tuition and the president and senators of USG have the only say of
how it is spent. We only have a
say about who is president and
who are the senators in USG, SO
VOTE!!
College Republicans, as a
group, is not endorsing candidates for the election. However,
we are endorsing educated voting. Please read the paper, go
listen to the candidates, call the
candidates, or go talk to the candidates before voting. An educated vote is important to the
health of USG for next year. Voting on what the candidates stand
for and who they stand for is
more important than who has the
nicest signs, stickers, buttons,
T-shirts, etc.
Make your voice heard —
VOTE!
Roger McCarthy,
Treasurer, College Republicans

The BG News

- An Independent Student Voice Editorial Board

Respond
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum

of 200-300 words In
length and should be
typewritten.
Send all submissions
to:

' Editorial Editor
210 Weat Hall

James A. Tinker
editor
Jill Novak
managing editor
Charles Toll
editorial editor

Michelle Banks
assistant managing editor
John Kohlstrand
city editor
Chuck Travis
editorial coordinator
Ivan Groger
copy chief

Matthew A. Daneman
copy chief

The BG News Staff
If the editors wish the students
to take them seriously, perhaps
they should start listening to tne
students. We are sick and tired of
ignorance; whether it comes
from USG or it comes from 210
West Hall. USG? You can have it.
77ie News ? I'll take the OSU Lantern any day.
MattMorelli,
senior

Correction
In the Friday, March 8, article,
"USG hopefuls debate major
campus issues" The News incorrectly referred to the co-sponsors
as Sigma Pi Alpha. Their correct
name is Pi Sigma Alpha and they
are a political science honorary,
not a fraternity.
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Edmonds spotlighted for accomplishments
Culture, the arts important to 'dangerous woman'
1983.
Having been a "city person" all
her life, Edmonds was hesitant to
come to Bowling Green.
Mary Edmonds, vice president However, she said, it nas proven
of student affairs, has been called to be a good move professionally
and she enjoys the interaction
a dangerous woman.
Junior fine arts major Dream- with the students and cultural
walker is working on a series of events on campus.
paintings entitled "Dangerous
Women." and Edmonds is the
"I have found a lot of company
next subject on her list. The se- in the school of music," Edmonds
ries focuses on older women who said, adding that she plays the
have acheived much despite var- violin.
ious obstacles.
by Emily Vosburg
staff writer

These women have not bound
themselves by the conventional
framework of society, Dreamwalker said, and they serve as
role models to younger women
who might otherwise only have
male role models.
Dreamwalker said she is including Edmonds because "she
has a particular presence. She is
a woman who takes her own
space and so I perceive, in spite
of her high profile, that there is
an authentic woman there.
"She is approachable, she is
self-revealine and she just has a
good sense of herself. She is very
stable without being dull/'
Dreamwalker added.
Of the project, Edmonds said.
"She's a good artist. I'm just glad
to be one of her subjects.
As vice president of student affairs, Mary Edmonds manages a
multitude of administrative duties while concentrating on her
personal achievements as an
African-American woman.
Edmonds coordinates and administrates all student services,
including financial aid, residential services, health services and
several others.
She came to the University as
dean of the College of Health and
Human Services in 1981 and was
appointed to her current post in

pecially for blacks, because education can not be taken away
from you. It's so important for
minority students to stay in
school and go through the doctoral program and teach," she
said.

wWfl • w

"Information is power and you
can get that through education.
"The University is a microcosm of the whole world," Edmonds said, "but at the University, we have structures in place to

"Being prepared is critical, especially for
blacks, because education can not be
taken away from you. It's so important for
minority students to stay in school and go
through the doctoral program and teach."
"Information is power and you can get
that through education."
"The fine arts and culture are
the things that really sustain me
in this town," she added.
Along with her professional and
recreational interests, Edmonds
said discrimination against minorities on campus continues to
be a concern for her.
"It's not getting better fast
enough," she said. "I think what
is helpful, though, is the fact that
we're getting more minority faculty.
''Minority faculty give minority students role models and it also
allows majority students to see
minority faculty in action and
know that they are capable —
that has to mean something,"
Edmonds said.
Edmonds said she considers
herself a role model and hopes
she can show students it is possible to succeed.
"Being prepared is critical, es-

remedy racist and sexist behavior."
Edmonds, a highly-educated
person herself, practices what
she preaches. While attending
Spellman College in Atlanta as an
undergraduate, she majored in
pre-med.
She then received a scholarship
from the University of Wisconsin
and got her physical therapy certification there in 1954. She went
on to practice in Cleveland and
then in Indiana, where she got
married.
A turning point in her life occurred when her husband drowned in a boating accident — she
was four months pregnant at the
time. After her daughter was
born, she went to Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland
to get her masters of science degree.
Edmonds was appointed to
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direct and to help found the physical therapy school at Cleveland
State University. She also continued her education at Case
Western, receiving a masters in
sociology in 1977.
She went on to get her doctorate
in sociology at Case Western with
specializations in medical sociology and social gerentology.

Her doctoral dissertation and
post-doctoral work explored the
patterns of access to health care
tor aging black women.
"I didn't go back to school because I had to, but because I
wanted to," Edmonds said.
More recently, she has been
studying the religious practices
among older black women that

APARTMENT
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prevent them from getting proper
health care. Edmonds has also
been asked by Stark Publishing
Company to edit a book on cultural responses to illness.
Edmonds is proud of several
honors she has received. "The big
one to me was to be honored as
alumna of the year in 1984 by
Spellman," she said.
She has also received several
honors through the University,
including honorary memberships
In Omicron Delta Kappa, Alpha
Lambda Delta and Golden Key
National Honor Society.
"I feel the University has been
most generous in rewarding me,"
she said.
Edmonds credits her family
background with her interest in
continuing her education. Her
mother was a Spellman graduate
and her father was a Morehouse
graduate. So, she said, "it was
ordained" that she and her twin
sister would attend Spellman.
Family continues to be important to Edmonds — especially her
daughter, Jackie.
'Tm so proud of her," Edmonds said. "She's my best
friend."
Edmonds said only a change in
attitude can cause a change in
behavior. She added that while
there is a lot of cultural diversity
programming on campus, the entertainment is attended in
greater numbers than the lectures.
Edmonds emphasized the imKrtance of communication in initing change. She said the residence halls are getting more involved in such discussion, but
more needs to be done.
"It would be nice if, once a
week, everyone on this campus
went up to someone they didn't
know who was different than
them and would say hello and introduce themselves," Edmonds
said. "Wouldn't that be fun? That
might get something going."
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Research defends government
Carlson explains Spanish-American poverty
by Greg Watson
staff writer

For years, the U.S. government has been
blamed for the high poverty level in the
Spanish-American sections in New Mexico.
Alvar Carlson, chairperson of the geography department, recently had a book published by John Hopkins University Press in
which he challenged those views.
"The Spanish-American Homeland: Four
Centuries in New Mexico's Rio Arriba" said
the U.S. government is not to blame for
Spanish-American poverty levels in New
Mexico, but cultural traditions of those living in the area are responsible.
"Many people blame [the area's problems
on] the government," he said. "They can be
blamed tor some things, but let's not blame
them for everything."
Some people say the government is unwilling to help these people, but Carlson said
otherwise In his book.
The American government has been trying to help the area by encouraging more
people to settle there and providing federal
relief, Carlson said, adding many local
government officials are Spanish-American.
Carlson said most of the problems can be
traced to the dry area and some of the consequences of the Spanish-American culture.
The residents in the area were originally
farmers, and in the early 1800s, the land was
divided among the Spanish-American and
Pueblo Indian families, Carlson said.
The parents then sub-divided the land to
the children, and with the generations of
sub-division, land plots have grown smaller,
he added.
Other problems Spanish-Americans faced

were little knowledge of English, few work
skills, and no access to public school
systems because they were not set up in the
area until the early 1900s, Carlson said.
Later, many people lived in Wyoming during the summer working as unskilled
laborers in mining, lumber and railroad
companies, then returned to New Mexico in
the winter, he said.
After World War II, many SpanishAmericans moved to larger cities such as
Los Angeles and Denver, Carlson said.
With people moving into cities and spreading out to different parts of the country,
Carlson said much of the Spanish-American

"Many people blame [the
area's problems on] the
government. They can be
blamed for some things,
but let's not blame them
for everything."
culture is being lost.
Native Spanish-Americans who sold their
inherited land were once considered traitors, but Carlson said land selling has become more acceptable due to changing beliefs.
Because of the beautiful natural surroundings and the ethnicity of the Pueblo buildings, many Anglo-Americans recently
moved into native Spanish-American and
Pueblo housing in the Rio Arriba area, Carlson said.
The Rio Arriba valley, between Albuquerque and Taos, is the oldest established sec-

tion in America, settled by the Spanish in
1598.
Most people who live there are SpanishAmerican and Pueblo Indian, with growing
numbers of Anglo-Americans.
Carlson said the Rio Arriba area is one of
the most beautiful and unique areas in the
U.S. due to the effects of the diverse Spanish
and Indian cultures.
"It is a very stimulating area with [a stimulating] culture and stimulating artwork," Carlson said.
While many Pueblo Indians have moved to
Denver, many tribe members return to the
area to participate in the native ceremonies,
he said. Remaining Indians still live in the
homes their ancestors built on cliffs, Carlson
added.
The area's residents are trying to get the
American Census Bureau to create a "Spanish-American" category, he added.
Carlson spent 25 years in New Mexico as a
graduate student from the University of
Minnesota and later as a researcher. When
he was working in the San Luis valley in
Colorado, Carlson became interested in the
sub-dividing tradition of the Spanish.
Carlson interviewed many local SpanishAmericans and Pueblo Indians for the book.
He also took most of the photographs and
made the maps.
The cover shot was selected to appear in
the 1991 American Association of University
Press design show, one of 32 book jackets in
the show.
The book has also been nominated for
three awards.
Carlson said every University professor
should do field research to better their
knowledge of their subject.
"I am a strong advocate for research by
faculty members," Carlson said. "People
who do research should be exposed to as
many students as possible."

Alvar Carlson

to Naws/Todd Swaruon
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:~ Continued from page 1.
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decide the destiny of the country," he said.
Republics that approve the referendum will proceed with construction of a union "on the principles that the republics prefer,"
Revenko said.
"I believe once these republics
join together in the union, they
will have to work out a form of relations for those who do not want
to be part of the union," he said.
Six republics — Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Georgia, Armenia
and Moldavia — are refusing to
hold Sunday's referendum.
Revenko said the national legislature this week decreed that "cities, councils, work collectives
and associations may hold the referendum on their own, regardless of the decision of the republic
parliaments."
"Associations" would include
the Communist Party, which has

said it plans to open polling
places in the six republics.
Soviet law invalidates any election in which less than 50 percent
of the voters participate. In that
case, the Central Election Commission would decide whether to
have another election, Revenko
said.
The referendum will ask: "Do
you consider it necessary to
preserve the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics as a renewed
federation of equal, sovereign republics in which human rights
and freedoms of any nationality
(people of all ethnic groups) will
be fully guaranteed?''
Voters in the Ukraine also will
be asked: "Do you agree that the
Ukraine must be part of the
Union of Sovereign States in
keeping with principles in the declaration on the Ukrain'e state
sovereignty?"
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outstanding balance. If any credit remains a check will be sent to your
billing address.
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The treaty, once approved, will
redefine the central government's relationship with the republics. Revenko said the current
draft declares that the country
will be a demcratic state and allows the republics some say in
foreign affairs.

A
The maximum amount you may have credited to your Bursar
Account is determined by the following procedure. Add together your
Fall and Spring semester meal plans, subtract $1090.00 which Is the
total of two minimum plans, subtract the bonus dollars you received
with your plan (Comfort Plan $15, Super Plan $25, Super Plus Plan
$50), and subtract a $10.00 administrative fee.
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The name change likely would
come in a new constitution based
on the Union Treaty, Revenko
said. He based his prediction on
discussions of the issue in the
Federation Council, which includes the presidents of the republics.
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The right resume can be your
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$

Revenko said the Kremlin does
not see that second question as a
vote on independence. He said it
merely asks voters what kind of
union they want, and that is still
under negotiation.
The Baltic republics have
already held their own referendums, in which the majority
of the population overwhelmingly
favored independence. Georgia is
to conduct a similar vote March
31 and Armenia will do so Sept.
21.
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Local
Tax advice offered to students
Ohio state laws
prove confusing
for filing returns
by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

Filing tax returns can be a
difficult procedure for anyone,
but according to one local tax
preparer, University students
may find city and state tax laws
especially confusing.
Dave Buckland, an adviser

with H&R Block, 241 S. Main St.,
said students working in Bowling
Green during the school year but
living elsewhere in the summer
may run into some complications
when preparing city taxes.
"Let's say for example a student earns wages of $10,000 in BG
but lives in Pemberville. The student will have to pay 1.5 percent
in Bowling Green city taxes but
because [he or she] resides in
Pemberville during the summer,
the town's ] 1 percent tax rate will
also be included," he said.
With the possibility of additional tax fees, Buckland advises
students to file as a resident of
Bowling Green. Due to Bowling
Green tax laws, he said the city

will automatically withdraw
taxes from an individual's W-2
form, saving the hassle of filing a
city return.

a tax rate of $52 whereas the
same amount of income would
have a tax rate of $276 in Michigan.

Buckland took his advice a step
further when he urged out-oistate students to file as an Ohio
resident because of the state's
generally lower tax rates.

Because most University students work part-time Jobs and
earn lower incomes, Buckland
regards the simplified 1040EZ as
the best route to take, but warns
of a common mistake students
make with this form.

"Ohio's tax rates are graduated," he explained.
•'[Therefore] lower incomes
earned in Ohio use the [comparatively] lower rates, whereas
Michigan and Indiana have a flat
tax rate for all income brackets."
For instance, Buckland said a
$6,000 income in Ohio would have

Public Safety releases
campus crime statistics
The campus Department of
Public Safety recently
released crime statistics for
the month of January.
Some of these statistics included:
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
REPORTS.
■Arson 1

"The students have to realize
they cannot claim themselves on
the 1040EZ if their parents claim
them also," he said, but added
this stipulation applies only to
federal returns and not on the
state forms.

Monday his group wants to make
sure the state continues paying
for the program.
"Living at home is a significantly less costly alternative for
the state than requiring the person to live on state funds in a
nursing home," Gunden said.
He said he's worried that the
state might cut funding for the
current Personal Care Assistance
Program, which was established
in 1982.
The program trains people to
help the severely disabled eat,
get in and out of their beds,

Alarms

Hamm

a Continued from page 1.

□ Continued from page 1.
Ward 1 incumbent Democrat Jim
Davidson and University student
Scott Ziance (a Republican),
Hamm said her platform absorbs
"certain aspects of both party's
policies."
However, without party backing, Hamm said campaign funding is her biggest concern and
several local businesses have
been approached to help with financial support.
A member of Gamma Phi Beta.
Hamm said she will not award
special favoritism to the greek
community but instead "reach
out to other organizations [she's]
not involved in" which includes
every student residing in the first
ward.
Hamm said city council needs a
representative students can be
comfortable approaching. If elected, she hopes to make the student body more aware of their political responsibilities as citizens
of Bowling Green.

decrease," he said.
In 1990 plastic coverings were
placed over fire alarms in all the
residence halls. The cover has
its own alarm that goes off when
lifted. In addition, there is also a
device that shoots out invisible
ink onto the hands of the puller
which will show up under an ultraviolet light.
Although these safety guards
have seemed to scare off pranksters, the problem still exists.
Of the 70 alarms pulled this
year, only 18 were justified —
caused by some sort of small
fires, smoke, or trouble in the
system.
Anyone caught pulling an
alarm under false pretenses
faces criminal charges, in addition to a trip through the Standards and Procedures office.

CRIMINAL CHARGES
■Open container 4
■Underage consumption 2
■DU11
■Disorderly conduct 1

i
Let's conquer cancer in
this lifetime.

Disabled to lobby for new program
TOLEDO (AP) - Scores of severely disabled people from
across Ohio are planning a lobbying effort Tuesday in Columbus
on behalf of a program that helps
the handicapped live in their
homes instead of institutions.
A Statehouse rally is planned
by the Ohio Personal Assistance
for Independent Living Task
Force, or PAIL, a one-year-old
non-profit group that helps the
severely disabled.
PAIL spokesman Richard
Gunden, president of the Ability
Center of Greater Toledo, said

■Assault 1
■Sexual Complaints 1
■ Petit theft 21i3 cleared)
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wheelchairs and bathtubs and get institutions, to innovative, costOpen
effective programs like personal t ' 352-4663'
dressed.
assistance," Gundel said.
11 am
"People with disabilities want
PAIL wants the Legislature to
Dally
appropriate $24 million in the to become active, productive citinext two-year fiscal period for the zens. They don't want to be 'taken
%
program. This would enable 1,100 care of.' Adequate funding of a
people with disabilities to hire personal assistance program is
BUY any $3.25 sub and get next
one of the most important steps to
personal care assistants.
achieving this goal," he said.
smaller size tor
"The aim is not to get new monThe program serves 263 people,
ies, but rather to redirect monies
away from the outmoded and with 281 more on a waiting list. It
massively expensive mainte- isn't uncommon for people to wait I not valid with any
coupon
nance programs of yesteryear, two or three years to obtain an a} other coupon
MUNI 3 20 91
such as nursing homes and other assistant, he said.
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Greek councils Panhel wins Sutherland Award
Council named
meet, promote for
campus
increased unity programming

e*

by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

The Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils had a Joint
meeting Tuesday night with
the expectation to increase unity among chapters and
learn about each other's
operation.
Jeff Merhige, IFC president, said the joint meeting
served as an educational tool
between the two councils in
learning about each other's
operating procedures and
their business priorities.
"Neither council has seen
the other in operation before
and the meeting dispelled
some of the myths about the
other," he said.
JoAnn Arnholt, assistant
director of small group housing and Greek Life, said the
joint meeting would provide
the delegates with a view of
each working council and allowed them to see how the
meetings are conducted.
Merhige said this joint
meeting would increase the
greek unity among the chapter leaders and representatives.
"The chapter presidents
always get together in meet-
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Merhige

Ashcroft

ings, but the representatives
never see each other," Merhige said.
Joan Ashcraft, Panhel
«resident, said one of her and
lerhige's goals when running for their offices was to
promote unity within the
greek community.
Also, she said she would
like to have a joint meeting
once a semester, which leads
to another goal of conducting
a grand chapter meeting next
year during Greek Week.
Merhige said the joint
meeting served as a "test pilot" for the possibility of
gathering all of the fraternities and sororities together
for one chapter meeting,
which also would increase unity.

Boost a friend, help a
stranger. Buy daffodils!

University, University of Kansas, already been putting materials
Colorado State University, Iowa together for the application and
State University, University of Il- since I was a MTFCA officer last
linois and Indiana University, she year, we implemented regional
said.
criteria into our IFC."
However, in order to be in conMIKCA/MAPCA serves as an
tention for the Sutherland Award, educational conference similar to
an application has to be turned in the University's leadership confor Rush, Campus and Communi- ference, Ashcraft said.
by Jennifer Taday
ty Programming and Greek Re- Sessions varied from personal
staff writer
lations Programming, she added. issues, Panhel and IFC issues to
The award is a result of the 1990 chapter issues, she said.
The University Panhellenic Panhellenic Executive Board and
"We learned a lot about current
issues, including risk manageCouncil won the Sutherland A- Cabinet's work, she said.
ward for outstanding campus and
"The executive and cabinet ment, cultural diversity and also
community programming last
weekend while greek representatives attended the Mid-American "The executive and cabinet members
Interfratemity and Panhellenic
Council Associations [MI- deserve this award for their consistent
FCA/MAPCA ] regional conferexcellent programming throughout the
ence in St. Louis, Mo.
Joan Ashcraft, Panhel presi- year. Their programs were always done
dent, said the Sutherland Award,
which is similar to the Universi- very well and professionally."
ty's chapter excellence award,
represents the outstanding Pan-JoAnn Arnholt, Greek Life
hellenic system in the Midwest.
The award is based on a written
report, done by Amy Vojta, past
Panhel president, and an oral members deserve this award for how to restruture a chapter effipresentation given by Ashcraft, their consistent excellent pro- ciently," she added. "The sesshe said.
gramming throughout the year," sions were mainly basic pro"We won in our division for Arnholt said. "Their programs active issues that face the greek
campus and community pro- were always done very well and community."
gramming," she said.
professionally.
JoAnn Arnholt, assistant direcHowever, the University InterIn addition to attending the sestor of small ijroup housing and fraternity Council has not applied sions, the head delegate from
Greek Life, said the University is for any awards for thepasf two each IFC and Panhel attended
in the division which contains years, Jeff Merhige, IFC presi- business meetings and elected
13-26 chapters.
dent, said.
the new president and area vice
The University Panhellenic
"But, I'll definitely be applying president for each council, AshCouncil competed against Miami next year," he said. "We have craft said.

Linda Schnetzer, Alpha Phi
president, was elected president
of MAPCA and also served as the
past area vice president, and
Mary Felice, Panhel intramural
representative, was elected as
MIFCA's secretary/treasurer,
she said.
Attending the conference were
representatives from fraternities
and sororities and both executive
boards for IFC and Panhel.
Ashcraft said if a sorority was
not represented on Panhel s executive board, the chapter was allowed to send one delegate.

"IFC and Panhel budget each
year for the cost of the conference
tor both executive boards and if
an individual chapter member attends, they either pay for it themselves, or their chapter pays for
their delegate," she said.
Merhige said not every fraternity was represented, but those
who attended learned a lot, gathered new ideas and were "extremely motivated."
Arnholt said the delegation that
represented the University was
outstanding, and several of the
chapter members served as hosts
or hostesses and also helped with
the registration procedures.
The conference is a good investment to budget money for in
order to send chapter delegates to
MIFCA/MAPCA because the
ideas they come back with are
beneficial to the chapter and individual, she said.

Drinking
:. Continued from page 1.
by students — one of the most the message she is trying to decommon ways students contact liver. Students focus on the fact
the Prevention Center is by force. they should have a "right" to
Standards and Procedures drink, and associate the Prevenusually requires students caught tion Center with an establishment
for underage drinking or illicit which has taken that right away.
drug use to enter themselves in
The Prevention Center isn't
Prevention Center programs.
trying to tell students not to
Daley said she believes the drink, Daley said — it simply
21-drinking age gets in the way of tries to educate students on the
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problems associated with drinking.
A student does not have to have
the classic "drinking problem"
for alcohol misuse to have a negative effect on schoolwork, health
or relationships, Daley said.
But on-campus education programs do seem to be having an
effect, Oppliger said. Some erroneous ideas students have
about alcohol — such as it is less
harmful than some illicit drugs or
necessary for a good time — are
slipping
away, Oppliger said.
f
'l don't think it's as bad as it
used to be, but [confusion] still
exists," she said.
The amount of drinking on a
college campus was an inescapable reality of Oppliger's enrollment at the University to finish
her undergraduate work several
years ago.
On Mondays, students would
openly joke about their experiences with alcohol, she re-

membered, and even professors
would reschedule exams around
days with a high hangoverpotential.
In fact, Oppliger said the common use of alcohol by 18-to-21year-old students may have given
her an advantage in school.
But there have been some successes with education, which
must be focused at every age
group, she said.
Parents must change their attitudes as well — for instance, the
idea that alcohol is not a drug.
"I think for a while there was a
scare when [children] were going
to other drugs — the marijuana,
the speed, the acid," she said. "If
the kid only came home drunk —
it was a relief."
And through programs like
DARE, sponsored by police departments across the country, the
negative effects of alcohol and
drugs should be ingrained in
school children, she said.

Is there any of it out there?
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Y«* iwst be completely satisfied or we wM return yew money.

"Proving every day that
quality glasses and contacts
dont need to be expensive. *

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO

1955 S. Reynolds
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382-2020

TOLEDO
91 S3 W. SytvanU

472-1113

BOWLING GREEN
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352-2533
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Mini-Courses
Outdoor Recreation
Performing Arts
Public Relations
Publications
Publicity
Spotlight entertainment
Travel

Cindy Luxon
Jeff Ritchey
Terry Burton
Todd Williamson
Tony Mundo
John Houiley
Gayle Thatcher
Jennifer Ross
Audrey Snyder
Kelly Konicki
Kim Susbauer

BUZZ OVER TO OUR
PRE-INVENTORY SALE!
at the University Bookstore
We're having a 20% OFF SALE ON ALL
HARDBOUND & PAPERBACK TRADEBOOKSI
(Textbooks & Red-Ticketed Items not Included)

A! Trade Titles

March 13-March 16

Audo & Vdeo Topes

Children's Gomes

No other discounts
apply'

Dinosaurs in took
section

We need to
clean-out some ot
our inventory
. . .So we don't
have to count itl

University Bookstore
Student Services Bid.
Mon.-Thurs. 8-6

Friday 8-5
Saturday 9-5
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Elsewhere
Bush focuses on foreign affairs Toledo Council
lowers 'boom'
on loud music

WASHINGTON (AP) — Before
a nationwide audience. President
Bush challenged Congress to pass
his domestic agenda in 100 days.
And then he made a move that
revealed his real passion: He
shunted aside a domestic-policy
trip to Ohio in favor of postwar
talks with world leaders.
Bush's planned visit this week
to Cleveland to unveil an administration initiative to combat infant mortality was postponed so
Bush could fly to Ottawa, Martinique and Bermuda to consult with
the leaders of Canada, France
and Britain.
What House GOP Conference
Chairman Rep. Jerry Lewis dubbed "Operation Domestic Storm"
may become, for Bush, an absentee battle.
White House aides privately
suggest he will only expend
enough energy on his domestic
agenda to avoid being criticized
for not having one.
Rather than engaging in fights

with Congress over social policy.
Bush seems more inclined to
linger in the international spotlight — including greeting troops
and then visiting the Middle East.
The president made a show of
focusing on domestic policy on
Tuesday, meeting in the morning
with Republican leaders and in

jective for us to follow," Fitzwater said.
Bush and the GOP lawmakers
discussed Democratic maneuvering on domestic issues, participants said.
Unable to criticize Bush on the
war, the Democrats are attacking his social programs out of

What House GOP Conference Chairman
Rep. Jerry Lewis dubbed "Operation
Domestic Storm" may become, for Bush,
an absentee battle.
the afternoon with the Cabinet.
On Monday, he met with state law
enforcement officials to push his
crime package.
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said Bush reiterated
the 100-day timetable at Tuesday's session with GOP leaders.
"We think 100 days is a reasonable period of time and a good ob-

"sheer frustration on their part
that they may be out of the White
House for six more years," contended Georgia Rep. Newt Gingrich, the assistant House Republican leader.
If there was to be a second
honeymoon with Congress, it was
off to a bumpy start as Democrats scoffed at both Bush's do-

mestic proposals and his 100-day
timetable.
"George Bush still lives and
breathes foreign policy," said
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.
White House officials concede it
will be difficult to translate
Bush's record popularity into
votes on domestic programs,
many of which were previously
rejected by Congress.
We've always been in a tough
position. The Democrats control
the majority of both houses in
Congress. We've always had a
tough time," said Fred McClure,
Bush's chief lobbyist.
As the nation's attention turns
to the economy and other domestic concerns, Democrats and Refiublicans are skirmishing over
egislation dealing with homegrown issues like education,
transportation, energy, crime
and drugs. But unlike the Persian
Gulf War, the outcome of these
political battles is far less certain
lor Bush.

Serbia's government challenged
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) — The collective leadership of Yugoslavia met in emergency session Tuesday following an appeal by
the defense minister to restore law and order in the Marxist republic
of Serbia.
For a fourth day, anti-Communist protests convulsed Serbia. About
10,000 students demonstrated against the military crackdown Saturday, that left two people dead and 120 injured. Students also demanded an end to Communist censorship of the local press.
The challenge to Serbia's government has brought to a head the political and ethnic strife pulling apart this fractious nation of six republics and two provinces. Serbia is the most populous republic.
The residents of Yugoslavia's various republics are being tugged at
by pro-Western forces advocating more freedom in northern Croatia
and Slovenia and by Communist authorities seeking to maintain their
rule in Belgrade, the federal capital and seat of the powerful Serbian
republic.
Borisav Jovic, Serbian head of the collective presidency and nominal armed forces commander, said the latest unrest has left security
"endangered in various parts of the country" and executive power
paralyzed.
"In such circumstances and upon the demand by the federal defense minister, I have called an urgent presidency session as the supreme commander of the armed forces, to be held immediately," Jovic's statement said.
Slovenia and Croatia, where center-right governments replaced
Communists last year, seek a loose alliance of sovereign states and
have threatened to secede unless their demands are met.
Tuesday's session of the collective presidency, which includes a
representative from each republic and two provinces, appeared

ominous to some because of the announcement that the session was
ordered by Jovic at the behest of Defense Minister Gen. Veljko Kadiievic.
Serbia and the Serb-dominated, pro-Communist armed forces
leadership are allies in the fight to restore order throughout Yugoslavia.
Slovenia's president, Milan Kucan, warned in a news conference in
his capital Ljubljana that Tuesday's session in Belgrade could lead
"to the proclamation of a state of emergency in order to suspend democratic processes in the country."
Slovenia boycotted the session, but no other details on the meeting
were immediately available.
Republic authorities on Saturday ordered dozens of Army tanks out
to restore order in Belgrade after fierce clashes that touched off the
present anti-Milosevic protests.
Police using armored vehicles, tear gas and live ammunition broke
up an opposition rally of 100,000 people protesting Communist censorship in Serbia's media.
Student protests have spread from Belgrade to the cities of Novi
Sad, Nis and Kragujevac.
In an apparent bid to stem the protest, Milosevic made some concessions Tuesday, announcing five pro-Communist Belgrade TV directors would quit.
An opposition leader the students wanted released also was freed,
according to a report on independent TV in Belgrade.
Several thousand students kept an all-night vigil in the heart of Belgrade, singing songs and listening to speeches blasted through huge
speakers.

by Mitch Wetas
Associated Press wnt«»r

TOLEDO — The City Council on Tuesday passed a la w regulating loud music to help keep the peace in neighborhoods that have
been besieged with rock and rap music.
Vice Mayor Carty Kinkbeiner said he Introduced the ordinance
because of complaints about loud car stereos and "boom boxes,"
large, portable radios.
He said police expected the problem to get worse over the next
few months as people stay outside longer because of the warm
weather.
"This will assist the neighborhoods that are being affected by
these cars and kids going around with the radios turned up very
loudly," Finkbeiner said. "We feel that it will help us maintain
the quality of life in the neighborhoods."
Under the ordinance, no one in a car can operate a radio or
other sound system that can be heard at least SO feet away.
The city said loud sound In vehicles is a safety hazard.
A person violating the law could be cited for disturbing the
peace, a misdemeanor, and fined $50, Police Chief Marti Felker
said.
The law also can extend to people carrying "boom boxes," he
said.
"It's been a problem," said Felker, adding the division had
been looking at the issue for more than a year.
"Now we feel that we have a tool that we can get compliance
and allow the public to have the peace that they want,'' he said.
Finkbeiner said part of the legislation was aimed at stopping
gang members, who hang out in their cars and neighborhoods
listening to loud music and selling drugs.
"We nave a problem where people pull into parking lots and
open up all their doors and turn up the radio loud and just sit
there.' he said.
Felker said the ordinance should send a message to area teenagers and adults who play loud music.
"The message is we don't want them disturbing the neighborhoods," Felker said.

■ CSU THEATRE PRESENTS

Baker
a Continued from page 1.
Baker about such Israeli actions
as curfews and deportations.
The official said the Palestinians wanted to continue the talks
in the future and the United
States would comply. He brushed
aside as "a ritualistic presentation" the Palestinians statement of ties to the PLO and said
Baker was not surprised by them.

One of the Palestinians, Hanan
Ashrawi, said Baker had tried to
persuade them to make moves
without the PLO.
Baker's talks with Shamir,
which resumed over dinner
Tuesday night, were designed to
prod Israel into negotiations both
with Palestinians and with Arab
nations.

Why Throw Your Money
Away? •' It»s time to find
an apartment for
Summer 1991!
Don't waste
hundreds of dollars
on a below-average
apartment. You've
seen the rest, now
see the best.

COFFEE HOUSE
featuring:
Prairie Margins Reading
-literary readings by their authors
March 14th at 730 pm

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
352-9135

TV Lounge in Off-Campus
Student Center
(Ground level of Mosely Hall]
Sponsored by: Communter Off-Campus Organization
and the Off-Campus Student Center

A BILL OF
••

ONE ACTS

March 13-16 (Brail & March 17 (2pmJ
Joe E. Brown Theatre

• ■ • •^L/'tVi^ • • • *

Save Some Green

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
CALL THE HONEYBAKED HAM COMPANY
We are currently hiring for full and part time holidoy positions.

NOW AVAILABLE
2 & 3 PERSON RATES
516 E. MERRY APTS.

•ABOVE AVERAGE STARTING WAGE
•COUNTER SALES AND FOOD
PREPARATION POSITIONS AVAILABLE
•WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHEDULE
CALL YOUR NEAREST HONEYBAKED
FOR MORE DETAILS
CLEVELAND
Parma- 351-1377
Mayfield - 461-1140
Rocky River - 356-0440
Maple Heights - 663-3450
Mentor - 255-3848
Lyndhurst - 464-1800

• 2 Bedroom • 2 Bath •
Furnished • New Carpet

LIMITED TIME ONLY
CALL 352-0717 FOR MOR€
INFORMATION

AKRON
Fairlawn - 867-9770
CENTERVILLE
439-0707
NORTH DAYTON
854-2600

Lucky
Shamrock

Sale
March 13-22, 1991

CINCINNATI
Kenwood-891-9411
Northgate - 385-7440
COLUMBUS
McNaughten - 863-9963
Morse Road - 267-1016
Kenny Centre - 459-5350
W. Broad Plaza - 275-3200
LOUISVILLE
426-0344
LEXINGTON
287-5090

^

Ihe little Shop
Open: Mon-Fri 8am-4:45pm
Spring Break Hours: 9:00am-2:30pm
University Union

372-2962
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Falcons begin NIT
tourney against
Big Ten Badgers
Bowling Green enters post- tournament team and is averagseason play with a National Invi- ing 20.7 points the last seven
tational Tournament matchup games while shooting 54.7 peragainst the Wisconsin Badgers cent from the field.
tonight at the sold-out Wisconsin
Senior forward Joe Moore's
Fieldhouse (11,886).
14.8 average is second on the
BG (17-12) will be facing its team and his 24 points in the MAC
second Big Ten opponent this tournament pushed him into 19th
year with the first being a 98-85 place on BG's all-time scoring list
victory over Michigan State. with 1,145 points. Moore needs 23
Wisconsin (14-14) finished in sev- points to pass Iowa assistant
enth place in the Big Ten and re- coach Rich Walker.
corded a double-overtime 84-78
The Badgers are led by a pair
victory against the Spartans but of 6-6 senior forwards in Willie
lost 65-50 at East Lansing.
Simms and Patrick Tompkins.
Besides MSU, the Falcons and Tompkins has led the team in
Badgers have faced two other scoring 13 times this season while
common opponents in NCAA- Simms has been the leader in
bound Nebraska and NIT- nine games, including each of the
participant Butler. BG lost to Ne- last three in which he has averbraska 99-85 in the championship aged 21 points per contest.
Same of the Ameritas Classic and Tompkins is leading the Big
le Comhuskers also defeated Ten in rebounding with an 8.9
Wisconsin by a 7W53 score.
average and in field-goal perThe Falcons defeated Butler centage with 63.1 percent.
Senior guard Tim Locum is the
115-95 at Anderson Arena but the
Bullodogs knocked off the Bad- Badgers' leading threat from
gers 9448 in double overtime at three-point range having hit 58 of
Indianapolis.
122 attempts while sophomore
When looking at each team's guard Larry Hisle and senior
record against NCAA opponents, center John EUenson have conboth teams haven't fared well verted 33 treys while shooting
against these high-caliber oppo- around 40 percent behind the arc.
nents. BG is 1-5 against teams in Hisle is the son of former major
the national tournament and Wis- leaguer Larry Hisle, Sr.
consin is slightly better 4-7.
After losing in the MidWisconsin is shooting 49.8 perAmerican Conference semifinals cent from the field ana 70.1 perto Eastern Michigan, senior cent from the line while averagguard Clinton Venable (17.4 ing 70.1 points. The Badgers' oppoints per game) will lead BG ponents are scoring 69.1 points
and look to continue his stellar per game and 46.8 percent from
Elay from the last month. Vena- the floor and 69.4 percent from
le was named to MAC all- the free-throw stripe.

Support Daffodil
Days... Support
the fight against
cancer.

EMU dominates MAC meet
by Kevin Cumminqs
.port.- wnk'i

Eastern Michigan said goodbye to the
1990-91 men's swimming season in style.
EMU men ran away from the rest of the
Mid-American Conference teams again on
its way to a 12th consecutive conference title.
Bowling Green finished fifth in the threeday event with 379 points, while frontrunner EMU (allied 787. Miami (694) was
second followed by Ohio University (627)
and Ball State (4711. Toledo rounded out
the six-team field with 278 points.
The Falcons' fifth-place finish is deceiving in the fact that 16 season-best times
were achieved — including seven school
records.
Junior Kevin Latta led BG with a firstplace finish in the 500 freestyle
(4:31.61/BGSU record) and a second-place
finish in the 1650 freestyle (15:48.97/BGSU
record). His time of 9:30.39 in the first 1000
yards of the 1650 was also a new school record.
Latta also turned in an eighth-place finish in the 200 butterfly (1:56.25) after setting a new BG record in the preliminaries
of the event as he covered the distance in
1:52.59.
Other meet accomplishments for Latta
included earning all-conference honors,

VIM

The judges were unfair!
It's an easy excuse, and one
that is used quite frequently. But
this year that defense has been
used against the women's gymnastics team one too many tunes
to be considered just a poor explanation.
The problems began at the Falcons' second home meet against
Michigan. Despite defeating BG
182.75-181.95, Wolverines' head
coach Beverly Fry thought her
team was cheated out of higher
scores they deserved.
"I thought this was a very inaccurately scored competition,"
Fry said about the meet against
BG. "The scores were way below
what they should have been, lite
judges didn't have a clue. We had
some very strong performances

GIVE YOU A
"NIGHT OUT AT HOME"
•(Barney's VCR

OR NINTENDO RENTAL
•SUBWAY Sub sandwiches
•Mark's pizza
•CDs

LISTEN TO VFAL ALL THIS VEEK FOR YOUR CHANCE TO
_ REGISTER
drawing thursday, march 14th @ 6pm i

!

on Rock Solid WFAL

However, this was the first
that didn't get the scores they detime negative comments about a
served."
In fact, Fry was so unhappy BG meet were heard. It could
have easily been dismissed as a
Big Ten school blowing some
steam when a MAC team like
Bowling Green could keep up.
Three weeks passed without a
Sroblem as the Falcons went on
le road. They returned two
weeks ago, and so did the complaints.
The tension was high after the
Falcons beat Eastern Michigan,
Glen Lubbert
the MAC's first place team. BG
coach Charles Simpson believed
that she went as far as to pull they could win the meet despite
some of her athletes out of the the fact EMU has a season-best
meet.
team score of 188.90, which is 4.65
"I pulled sophomore Wendy higher than the Falcons schoolWilkinson off the floor," Fry said. record set this season — a differ"I didn't want to waste her on a ence which is phenomenal in
meet run like this."
gymnastics.

Commentary

presents

AFRICAN WEEK -1991
Theme: AFRICA IN THE 1990'S AND BEYOND
EVENTS

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES. DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
Nearly 500 UllitS w^ SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

A
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$1.79
Extra ilem 80
msae Only

Saturday March 16, at 4:00pm in the AMANI AN AFRICAN
DINNER and LECTURE Keynote Speaker: Dr. Yakubu Saaka,
former Deputy Foreign Minister of Ghana and Professor of
Black Studies, Oberlin College. A sampling of African
foods.
AIL EVENTS ARE FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
LIMITED SEATINC FOR DINNER ON SATURDAY, MARCH 16.
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT MAP., 328 UNIVERSITY UNION
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Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638
or
Pagliais
945 S. Main
352-7571
uno

uno

uno
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wishes everyone a safe
and happy Spring Break! Look for
these exciting programs soon to
come, and many more!
UAO Ropes Course
at Camp Palmer
April 14, 1991 $28.00
Maximum of 14 people!

Ketaca Indian
Print Sale
April 17 & 18,
1991
10-4
Union Foyer

For more information
on any programs,
please call 372-2343.

L
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Small
Cheese
Pizza

Friday March 15, from 9:00pm to 1:00am in the AMANI
Dance to African Rhythms-contemporary African Music
provided by SANKOFA

uno

[ i See Commentary, page 9.

"Existential
Vacuum?

Thursday March 14, 7:00-9:00pm in the McFall Center
Assembly Room - Public Lecture: Dr. Wande Abimbola,
Professor of African Languages and Literature,
Obafemi Awolowo University,
lle-lfe, Nigeria.

!

"Scores tend to inflate drastically at their place," Simpson
said about the Hurons' team
score. "We're going to be taking
advantage of competing at home.
We lose at their (EMU) place, we
beat them here. That's the way
the home advantage works."
However, that's not what EMU
head coach Steve Wilce believed.
According to Wilce, the judges
calls were questionable.
Defending the judges and the
Falcon credibility, Simpson said
they weren't even from the Bowling Green area. In fact, they weren t even from Ohio.
"The judge in charge of the
meet was a Michigan judge,"
Simpson said about the EMU
meet. "She is one of the best in

loure
astute enough
to discuss the
philosophical
ramifications of
Victor IrankTs

B.G.S.U. AFRICAN PEOPLES' ASSOCIATION

uno

---

13:22.65) the JMi tnedle) relay (1:32.29),
the 800 f rest vie relay I6:43.07), and the
400 frcesty le relay (300.16/MAC record).
Miami was paced by MAC swimmer of
the year Dave Dixon who won the 200 individual medley 11:50.33/MAC record), 400
individual medley <3:55.71/MAC record),
and the 200 breaststroke (2:01.65).
The Redskins also took honors in the 20C
freestyle as Jon Moore covered the distance in 1:40.62, and the 100 butterfly
where Byron Beebe was the winner in
: 50.75.
Paul Teixeira and Ron Kontura led
Ohio's Bobcats to its third-place finish.
Teixeira won both the 100 backstroke
(:51.86) and 200 butterfly (1:49.12). and
was runnerup in the 200 individual medley
(1:52.19). Kontura was second in both the
one (456.40) and three-meter (484.15) diving events.
OU also finished ahead of the pack in the
1650 freestyle, as Stuart Kerhoff was victorious (15:43.65). and in the 200 freestyle
relay (1:22.50).
The fourth-place Cardinals had their
best performances turned in by David
Keener who won the one-meter diving with
a score of 490.75, and Craig Patnode who
was runnerup in the 200 freestyle (1:40.861.
Matt Zimmer was the lone bright spot
for the Rockets as he set a pool reeonf in
the 50 freestyle (: 20.82) and finished in the
second slot in the 100 freestyle ( 45.76).

Gymnastic scoring disputed

TOO BROKE TO GO OUT ON THE TOWN?
IS IT TOO COLD OUTSIDE?
OR ARE YOU JUST PLAIN LAZY?

L £ T'

and being tied for the lead in individual
points after the first day of competition.
Juniors Steve Haugen and Brian Kaminski also left their marks in the record
books as the two combined their talents for
three Falcon records.
Haugen established a new BG mark in
the 100 backstroke with a time of : 52.71 in
the trials of the event. His time of : 52.94
earned him seventh place in the championship heat.
Kaminski left his mark with third-place
finishes in both the 400 individual medley
(4:04.14/BGSU record) and 200 individual
medley where he set the new standard in
the time trials (1:52.64).
Eastern, who led from start to finish
dominated the meet by winning eight out
of 20 events. Included in the eight victories
were six new pool records and two new
MAC records.
EMU was led by Todd Brunty and Jeff
Shoemaker. Brunty won the 100 breaststroke (:55.76/MAC record) and was runnerup in both the 50 freestyle (: 20.84) and
200 breaststroke (2:01.73). Shoemaker
garnered top honors in the 100 freestyle
(:45.72) and was second in the 100 breaststroke (: 56.59).
Other first-place performances for
Eastern were turned in by MAC diver of
the year Pat Tabacchi in the three-meter
event 1490.70), David Krenk in the 200
backstroke (1:52.13), the 400 medley relay
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Sports Doctor questioned Buckeyes try to regroup
Editor. The News:
In response to Matthew
Schroder's column Tuesday,
calling for the elimination of
conference basketball tournaments, I feel that he is being a
bit short-sighted. Sure, there is
a great deal of money involved,
and some schools rely on those
funds to keep struggling programs afloat. But there are two
other significant reasons for
conference tournaments: a shot
a postseason play for every
team in the conference, and
more enjoyment for the fans.
If a team wins its regular
season but falls short in its conference tournament, they will
still make it to the NCAA Tour-

nament — their record should
speak for itself. Look at this
year's Big Eight results for
proof. Although ineligible for
postconference play, Missouri
did not win the regular season,
but blew by the competition to
win the conference tourney.
Five other teams did receive
bids to either the NCAA tourney
or the NIT.
Many teams peak toward the
end of the season (as they
should), but a poor start can
keep them out of The Big Dance
unless their conference has a
tournament.
A recent poll revealed that
seven of the Big Ten men's basketball coaches are in favor of a

conference tournament. They
can see that their postseason
possibilities will be enhanced,
as well as extra revenue for
their school.
Finally, a strong conference
tournament showing can help
"bubble" teams (like Bowling
Green) extend their seasons. A
first round loss to Ohio University would have kept the Falcons out of the NIT.
There are obviously more
reasons than money for conference tournaments, and I wonder if Mr. Schroder would feel
the same way if Bowling Green
had won the MAC tournament.
Steve Reed
741 High St.

Commentary
Continued from page 8.
the country.
"I said they (EMU) used home
judges to get their high team
score. For Kent and other big
meets, I get judges who are out of
state or not from our area."
The problem seemed to disappear last week when the Falcons defeated Western Michigan
185.15-183.10. WMU head coach

Brigitte Boyer had no complaints
about the meet.
However, during the meet she
disapproved of the use of the
landing mat in the balance beam
competition.
"They thought that the mat was
too thick for landing," Simpson
said. "We've had complaints
about it before, so I measured it.
By the rules, it's perfectly fine.
But one judge was new and she

wasn't sure, and when the coach
complained, the judge checked
it."
Simpson seems to have an excuse for every complaint. But
seeing how all three of the team's
MAC wins were won at home, the
question of whether the judges
are unfair at Bowling Green is
still unanswered.
Glen Lubbert is a sports writer
for the News.

by Rusty Miller

COLUMBUS - Three weeks
ago, the main topics of discussion
in Ohio's barber shops and playgrounds, malls and mills was how
unbelievably good the Ohio State
basketball team was.
But now it's different.
What's wrong with the Buckeyes?
First, what's right with the
Buckeyes: Ohio State is 25-3, cochampion of the Big Ten Conference, and the No.l seed in the
Midwest Regional heading into
Friday's first-round game
against Towson State at the
nearby University of Dayton
Arena.
The last time an Ohio State
team enjoyed such success,
coach Randy Ayers was finishing
up a season of junior high basketball in Springfield and 6-foot-6
standout Jim Jackson was taking
his first steps. Two decades had
passed since Ohio State last won
even a share of a conference trophy.
So what's the big deal? What
could be wrong with the Buckeyes?
The Buckeyes lost their last two

regular-season games and failed
to put away an outright Big Ten
championship. Before that, they
barely pulled out a pair of onepoint victories against Michigan
State and Minnesota. After being
ranked No.2, they lapsed to No.5
in the final poll.
Suddenly, the Buckeyes don't
look nearly so invincible.
What's "wrong with the Buckeyes?
Ayers says it's a number of
things: the last two opponents
(Purdue and Iowa) both are im8roved and proved it by making
le NCAA field; both games were
on the road in arenas that have
always created havoc for the
Ohio State; the games meant a lot
more to the other teams than they
did to the Buckeyes, who were
already assured of an NCAA No.l
seed and a share of the Big Ten title; point guard Mark Baker has
never fully recovered from a
sprained ankle suffered a month
ago; and, not least, Ohio State is
not playing well.
"You don't expect it to come at
the end of the year because you
want to be hitting your stride
toward the end of February and
in early March," Ayers said.
"That's about what we did last
year.

"This year we sort of went into
reverse. We've got to get ourselves a little bit refreshed and
get ready toplay on Friday."
With another few days of rest,
Baker — who more than anyone
jump-starts Ohio State's uptempo
attack — should be close to fully
recovered from his ankle injury.
Whether the Buckeyes are healed
mentally from the rocky finish to
their schedule remains to be
seen.
"The players are disappointed
we were not able to win the title
outright," Ayers said. "That's
the challenge to the coaching
staff — to get them turned around
and making this a positive by
talking about what we've done
over the course of the year."
Towson State, the No. 16 seed, is
the first test before what should
be a crowd decked out in Ohio
State's scarlet and gray. The
Midwest Regional is considered
by many to be the weakest in the
tournament. Everything is tailormade for the Buckeyes.
But are they up to it?
"It's very frustrating because
we're not playing as well as we're
capable," Ayers said.
They're saying the same thing
all over the Buckeye state.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING BGSU AT THE END OF
SPRING SEMESTER. 1991 SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT
INTERVIEW
Attention Clrde K'OTB
Wednesday. March 13. OKI 101 at 7 45. Faculty Lounge (Union. 2nd floor)
9 00 • Join us lor our meeting in the Alumni
Room - Union 3rd Floor
Reminder: Bring your S3 00 lor the banquet1
AflentionPhl Alpha Delta Mombers1
Meeting Wed 7 30m100B'
All Majors Welcome' Speaker and miurmation
on banquet' Questions? Call Jen at 372-4607
BQ Greeks: Going tor the Gold
Attention B.G. Greeks! Tonight Is the Spring
Awards Banquet. It starts at 6:00 pm In the
Lenhart Grandballroom. Come and support
your chapter.
'Admisalonlsfree

ORIENTATION BOARD
WOULD LIKE TO RECOGNIZE
GAYLETHATCHER
AND
WENDY ANDERSON
ON THEIR SELECTION AS
1991 ORIENTATION LEADERS

BGSU IS HOLDING A PUBLIC AUCTION OF
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT AND LOST > FOUND
PROPERTV ON WEDNESDAY. MARCH 27.
1991 BEGINNING AT 10 30 AM THE LOCATION OF THE AUCTION WILL BE AT THE OLD
PAINT SHOP STORAGE BUILDING. LOCATED
NEXT TO THE TV STATION OFF OF TROUP
STREET AMONG THE ITEMS TO BE AUC
TIONEDARE VEHICLES FURNITURE. COMPUTERS t PRINTERS. TIRES 6 RIMS. BICY
CLES. JEWELRY, WATCHES. CALCULATORS. WALKMANS. RADAR DETECTORS S
SCANNERS. CAMERAS. MISC SPORTING
GOODS. MISC TOOLS CASH OR CHECK
ACCEPTED
N KEITH BRADLEY AUCTIONEER OTHER INFORMATION MAY BE
OBTAINED BY CONTACTING THE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT. BOWL
ING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY. 372-2121
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 7:30 AM • 4 00
PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Broke?
Enpy a NIGHT OUT AT HOME from WFAL
Cable 14. 680 AM Listen all week (or your
chance to win a VCR or Nintendo rental from
Barneys, free Subway Subs, and Iree Marks
Pitta!
HEY WBGU EXEC STAFFI
THE LAST EXEC. STAFF MEETING WITH
CHRISSY AT THE HELM WILL TAKE PLACE
TONIGHT, 10 PM. IN THE COMMONS, 2ND
FLOOR WEST HALL. EVERYONE IS EXPECTED TO COME WISH CHRISSY
FAREWELL ( AND BRING GIFTS! I DON'T
FORGET: WE'RE GOING OUT TO CELEBRATE THE END OF OUR EXEC. STAFF CAREERS AS WELL AFTER THE MEETING!

Phi Alpha Delta will meet Wednesday at 7 30 in
100 B A All are welcome
PI SIGMA EPSILON
GET INVOLVED1"
1991-1992 ELECTIONS
MARCH13,7:30IN110BA
PI SIGMA EPSILON
PI SIGMA EPSILON
New Associate Meeting
Wed at 7 00 in 100 Eppler South
PI SIGMA EPSILON
PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
Psi Chi.UPA Faculty Appreciation Award
Nomination Forms Available in 2nd Floor
Student Lounge. Psychology Building
Deadline is March 15lh
FREEDOM DISCUSSION
SERIES «6
Film on satire group Ladies of me Lake and
guesl speaker Margaret Weinberger discuss
responses lo anti-abortion actions
7:30 pm UCF Fellowship Hall
All are welcome!

THE SPECIAL AWARDS COMMITTEE OF
ORIENTATION BOARD
WOULD LIKE TO RECOGNIZE THE
FEBRUARY AWARD RECIPIENTS
SHANNON WALKER CHRIS MORTH
LAURA PRAEGER AMY VIOOUREK
AND ROOM THREE
MOLLY. TRICIA. MINDY. AND GAIL
Too cold to go out?
Lei WFAL Cable 14 680 AM give you a
NIGHT OUT AT HOME
Win a VCR or Nintendo Rental trom Barney's'
On - air chance to win all week - final drawing
March 14 at 6 00 PM

REPRODUCTIVE

FREEDOM DISCUSSION
SERIES 16
Film on salire group of Ladles of the Lake and
guest speaker Margaret Weinberger discuss
responses to anti-abortion actions
7:30 pm UCF Fellowship Hall
All are welcome!
Society lor Human Resource Mgmt.
Meeting Tonight • March 13
Speaker on International HR
7 30 Room 116 BA
Professional Dress

ORDER DAFFODILS BY FRIDAY, 2-2110

LOST ON 3 9 AT UPTOWN
BROWN
LEATHER COAT PLEASE AT LEAST RETURN
KEYS AND ID'S TO RODGER'S FRONT DESK
OR CALL 3723153
NO QUESTIONS
ASKED.

LOWEST PRICE EVER

529 Ridge, Bowling Green
352-6459

Additional Items or Chicago Style $ 1 Ex.

Sit. •

I

P1ZZC.'

VH mmmBG's

Jke Dauet ol Komeo ana A uliet
12 a.m.

WITH THIS COUPON
EXP. 3/30/91

Now Open
At Noon

!i

FRIDAY, MARCH 15
Leave 5 p.m. • Return

LARGE 1 ITEM
PIZZA

ACRYLIC NAILS
$37.00
THE SOLARIUM

continued on pg. 10

Join (SSD For
An Entertaining
Evening At The
Ohio State Theater
In Cleveland....

SERVICES OFFERED

■COUPON!

PIZM'

uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno

Lost-Navy Blue long wool coat Lelt al Tuxedo
Junction. Saturday night REWARD'" Please
call Shannon 354-6831

Taking reservations now for Summer storage
Call Slor-AII at 352-4541

Broke?
Enjoy a NIGHT OUT AT HOME Irom WFAL
Cable 14. 680 AM Listen al week lor your
chance to win a VCR or Nintendo rental from
Barneys tree Subway Subs and free Marks

PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy testa and suppor
live services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 HOPE

LOST & FOUND

REPRODUCTIVE

PERSONALS

DON'T LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSIT'
HAVE OAMAGES REPAIRED'
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN
352 7763. LEAVE MESSAGE

eBG ONLY*
Call 352-5166
For Free Delivery
203 NKMain St., Bowling Groen
Most A ward- Winninq Pizza!

Tickets are $25.00
for Show and Transportation
Sign Up In The UAO
Office through March 14.

uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno

I
SPRING INTO
SAVINGS
COUPON CLIPPER
to
w

2

_-v J^/'ecial r_ailion of

The BG News
Wont/ay, ^iprlf I, 1991

to

IS HERE!

<

—
■ Available at The Union
■ Eliminates Paper Cups
■ Big Drinks / Small Price

>

e

PI

>

Area merchants will be teaming-up
once again to offer you m saving
coupons and special offers.

to

Look for it at all regular BG News
distribution points the Monday
following Spring Break.

to

o

THE BG NEWS

Wednesday. March 13 1991

Classifieds
continued from pg. 9

ADVERTISING CIU1
Wed March 13 at 7 30pm
McFel Center Assembly Room
QUEST SPEAKER

• Elemenlery Education Meiors •
GET THE SCOOP
on what we are al about
EESAa Info Night
Wad. March 13.8 00 pm
383 Eduction

700-1000
Queened Job Leeds
Entry-level poemone Internships
aummar pos 4 ovartaa opportunipaa
Receive 4 laauaa each containing
700 lo 1000 ran (00 taadaavary
month Cal 352 6435

AGO • BETA • AGO ' BETA
Congrata lo NcoM DutWI on har Bata levekering
ID Brian Schwexthegen Wa'ra vary happy for
you
AGO • BETA • AGO • BETA
AOTT-Oat Reedy
Tour Coechei Realty Ara
Will 'Hi Thll Wee*
Cur Bata la Coming
Ruaao. Scot. Ducky
1A A Ittl - H CHEEAIEADERI
ATTEND ONE Of THESE INFO MEETINGS
TUE APRIL 2 8 PM ffll 10 BA BLDG
WED APRIL 3 8 PM 01 1 2 BA BLDG
MARK VOUR CALENDAR
Basebal card show
Fraa Admlaalon
Sun March 1 7th I Oam 4pm
Petntjervfaa Amancan Lagion Hal

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
IU repair) Oamguant tax property
Rapoiaatalona Your area |1| 805 8828000
Ext GH-B848 tor currant reposal
Have you bought your tickets al the hotteet
Jazz ahow around? Jon Faddkv e razz trumpet
player and rae tno. wel be here Steurday. March
18> Tickets are accounted lor BGSU students
* vasd 10 and srs on sale now at vanoua locabone Don't MleeOuti
IVJERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Coma loin ua in welcorrwigMR. 0. LEE HENRY,
professor al BGSU He we* be speaking lo ua
about the automotive industry and what its future holds Our lormel meeting we} ba
WEDNESDAY. MARCH I) AT s:00 PM IN BA
117
MAKE THE WORLD OF BUStNEES YOUR
BUSINESS'
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Coed Bowkng
March 18. Men's A Women a Soccer - March
18. 3 Pitch Sottbal - Coed - Aprs 2. Coed Obis
a Men's Sngls Tennis - April 3 Al entries due
by 4 00 pm on due date in 108 Rec Center
INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED
APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER BY MARCH 18
Large Cleveland area manufacturer needs
Soph Jr or Sr Computer Science or MIS major
with COBOL for Fa! 91 A 92 Cal the Co-op
Program at 372 2451 lor details

MARCH MADNESS IS HERE
Get Psyched lor PM Kappa Tau Baaketbel Marathon Sunday March 17. 8 am to 8 pm
RAPE SURVIVORS SUPPORT GROUP STARTING MARCH 13 FOR INFO CALL THE UNK
352 1545
Ride needed to Chicago this weekend March
15-17 Please eel ASAP Wil help with gas and
Ices Sharon 352 8437
Romeo 4 Juliet
The classic love story returns as only Cleveland
Basel can perform rt' Friday. March 15 Sign •
I up by Thursday March 14 m the UAO Office
RUSSIAN CLUB
Hey Trivia Bulls
Do you know what Necroreehem is?
Find out Thursday'
RUSSIAN CLUB
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
To al of the Sig Kap Voleybel players-Good
Luck on your first game today' Show that Sig
Kap spirit' Love. Dawn Benge
ST. PATTY'S BASH
at Tuxedo Junction
Friday. March 16th Irom 5-9pm
SI cover and 50 drafts'
Green Beer.50-50 Raffle/Lots O Fun
16 and over welcome1
Sponsored by
Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs

2 Non-smoWng. female subteaaara needed for
summer
$97/mo plus utilities
Call
Lesa,Stac.e2 5941
HELP US'
A 22 and 23 yew • oW male seeking a 2 badroom, furnished apartment for BG School year
Must hsve ofl • street parking and not be more
that $300.'montfi total Cal anytime. Frank
3726494
immediately looking tor one roomrnala for Fal
*91 Fun. CKjigotng guts $ 185/month A •feeHie CalASAP372-3l94
Roommate needed for next year Own room
$120 month
Close to campus
Call
3529242

HELP WANTED

Student Rec Center Spring Break Sale'
15% off all Pro Shop merchandise March
12-22 Bikinis, soccer shorts, tank tops a
more'

$10 $400 Up WEEKLY Mailing Brochures)
RUSH Self-Addressed Envelope
Income.
1660 Lakeside. Suite 301-COE. Riviera. AZ
86442

LOOKINO FOR THE #1 FALCON FAN
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR 1991 - 92
FRIEDA S FREDDIE FALCON CANDIDATES
AVAILABLE AT 406 8TUDENT SERVICES

The Brothers ol
Alpha Sigma Phi
would like lo congratulate
Dan Sturtz on rxa lavaHermg to
Jodi Clarke

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed, summer camp in Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohlkan, PO
Box 234BG Kenirworth NJ 07033 (908)

Major Toledo Corporation seeks e 3 0 Junior or
Senior Accounting major lor Fsl Internship in
special protects" Cal Co-op Program at
372-2451 lor details

TONIGHT
Spring Awards Banquet 6 00 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

ACT NOW! ADDED INCOME NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN HOME ASSEMBLY; WOODWORKING
CRAFTS. OTHERS. CALL
1 601 368-8242 EXT H 2593 24 HOURS.
INCLUDING SUNDAY

Little Boy lafl Mm.
Memmke I had a superb time this weekend
Muchaa grades'
unle Girty Woman

TONIGHT
Spring Awarda Banquet 0:00 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

NEED A SUMMER JOB
Coma lo the
' 'How lo Find Your Own Co-op''
seeston
Friday. Merch 15th
2 30 pm Capitol Room
3rd Floor, Unhr. Union

TONIGHT
Spring Awards Banquet 6:00 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Too Cold lo go out?
Let WFAL Cable 14. 880 AM grve you a
NIGHT OUT AT HOME
Win a VCR or Nintendo Rental Irom Barney's'
On-av chance to win all week - final drawing
March 14 at 6 00 PM

Ba a port ol ma book thai thousands ol BGSU
studanta uaa tha 1081-82 UAO Day By Day
Calendar' You can submit photos A cover dealgsn that couM not onry ba usad but may wm
you some money1 Watch the paper tor details
or can tha UAO Office at 2-2343.

PI Kappe Alphe
Sub Sale
8 "Subs3.00or 4 lor 10 00
Satisfaction Guaranteed
When you buy an 8 inches from
The PIKES

■E FRCDON OR FRIEDA FALCONI
81-82 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 405 STUDENT
SERVICES A MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
DEADLINE IS MONDAY. MARCH 111

PI SIGMA EPSILON
New Associate Meeting
Wed at 7 00 in 100 Eppler South
PI SIGMA EPSILON

Wednesday Night
Tuxedo Junction
SI 50Margaritas

PI SIGMA EPSILON
OET INVOLVED!"
1881-1982 ELECTIONS
MARCH 13. 7 30 IN 1I0BA
PI SIGMA EPSILON

Win $100. Design Logo for Homecoming
18911 Must use the theme "Blast From The
Paat ■ Homecoming l99t" Due by Aprl 3 in
the UAO Office at 4 pm For more information
cal 2 2343

PSE • PSE • PSE •
SEND A SHAMROCK TO YOUR SWEETIE OR
A FRIEND. CARNATIONS ON SALE FOR »1
WEDNESDAY 4 THURSDAY. WE'LL DELIVER
ON ST. PATRICK'S DAYI
PSE • PSE * SPE •

VOTE
STACI DODDS
USG SENATOR AT LARGE
We have money lo help pay your college bills
GUARANTEED' 918878-7881. SCI. 7401
Louisburg. Raleigh. N C 27604
We have money to help you pay your college
bias Guaranteed 919-878-7891 SCI. 7401
i
I-..' i Rule |l '.
. ■■ ■'.

WANTED
HELP' 1 -2 female roommates needed
Summer Cal 353-9639 after 6 30 pm

(or

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries
Earn $5,000 plus/month. Free transportation! Room and Board! Over 0.000 openings.
No experience necessary. Mala or Female.
For 88-page employment manual, send $0.95
to M4L Research. Box 04000, Seattle. WA
98124. - Satisfaction Guaranteed.
BE ON TV many needed tor commerciais.
New hiring al ages For casting info Call {815)
779 7111 Ext T883

Spring feees (II
J7.J5 starling
Train now: FT on break. PT during school Expansion has created several openings in marketmo salee department
AASP Scholarships a Co-ops avsasme Cal
now382-IO«0

Employment available aa:
Tutor/Counselors: Residential position
Minimum sophomore classlflcafton
Instructors: High school Math. English
Social Studies. Science Non-resioenlial
Bachelor s degree required
Applications & position dasenpbons
available at 301 Hayes Hat
DeecWne April 5. 1991

FOR SALE

DOWI.ING GIIF.LN • J1J-I y.i

So I 70U> HiMt You ju$T tfME 7t> S€B Mel
t/j A*Y /lo/ ouTftr, i Mew, ni A/OT~ A
tfEXU-Y N&J, IT'S JUST OWE OF M1 0U> (^
Ofl/E* I H/ptiY WORA/ /A/ A teHtLFt youi
WObl? I M&IA/, IXM A/or ONE OF THOSE A
feoPLE l/M) JUST HA5 7D BUY A ACtVll

Nigh Sea Mviitira l EicflmtM
IllltlV II 7:15 IM 9.15
(gMt&tWtV PtCTuats

Ctff#8E%

Runs Great
S500 or best offer
372-1288 ask lor Jim
85 Honda Nighthawk 450, 3700 mass. Beat
offer 352-8498
AM FM Cassette car stereo • Cheap!
Mens Ice hockey skates
Theresa 384-6384
Awesome Car Stereo - Kenwood pul out CD
player. AMP. equalzer. Very good qualify. Paid
$1000. must sal $500. or beat offer Cat

352-5936
Cannondale ST-800 (18 speed aluminum touring btkol. 26 Frame |tal). $625. 352-5343.

Two One-way Tickets from Toledo to Ft. Laud,
on March 22. Cal Jan 354-5890
VW Jetta 1980. good runner, good body.
$800 Cal Tom, 353-5498

•ure. ism l i»

A few good lan nanii needed
Mt Vernon Apartments. 802 6th St
2 Bed. Furnished, Dishwashers. Paid Utilities
Can Gary si 363 7934
Apt. thru summer. Move in now. 1st mo paid
tor. For more Info, cal 352-7070.
Carly Rentals • 2 bedroom apts houses tor 2 3 - 4 students Very near campus New Ratea
Avails Mel Cal 352-7385
FEMALE sublease apl for SUMMER'91 Very
close lo campus Call Julie 354-8057
Furnished 2 bdrm house. Util turn except
elec Open for Summer semester 319 E.
Evers Cal 869-3036
Houses tor rent 2 4 3 bedrooms 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2864 after
6:00 pm.
Houses lor Rent 2 4 4 Bdrm Wil rent to 2,3.
or 4 people 9 or 12 month leases or summer
only. Cioae to campus Good rates. Cal
353 1731
LONQ1 ASSOCIATES
Loosing for Fal-Rates Reduced
EFFICIENCIES:
- 819 N Enterprise. Apt. C $170/mo. 6 gas and uM
- 329 E. Wooater. garage apt. •

$280 mo A gas
• 416 Clough Apt C
$ 170/mo. A gas and uta.
* 538 E Wooater. garage A $180'mo Agasandutil.
1 BEDROOM
' 536 E. Wooster. garage B •
$250 mo 4 gas and util
2 BEDROOM
' 41 6 Clough Apl 5$400-mo A gas and uH
3 BEDROOM
* 1366 1/2 E. Woostar$530/mo. A gas and util
PHONE: 353-7074 »:30 - 4:00

FOR RENT

Need en apt for summer or faff?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS!
Furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354 2260 or slop al 319 E Wooster
(across Irom Taco Bel)
to PKk up our listing &
speak with our friendly staff

801 SIXTH
2 BR unf urn HOUSE
large yard
1 year lease
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main, 352-5620

Nice 3 bedroom house, close to campus, low utmties. 12 month lease Starting August '91
$575/mo. 718 third St. Call Carls
1 433 4474

2 bedroom furnished apt
FREE gas, heal, water. HBO
Private parking
Laundry Faculties
Newlove Rentals
328 S Main • 352-5820

One A Two BR turn apts 9 A 12 mo. and summer leases avail S A V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next to bus station) 352-7454.
Quiet. 1 story apts. 1 A 2 bedroom available
Good rales Call M*o al 353 7600
RE Management
Has apartments lor rent lor Summer and Fal
1991. Mention this ad when signing a new
lease. 3/8 - 3/16, and gel $60 ofl first
month's rent 113 Railroad SI 352-9302
Ready to settle down In quieter eunmjnranpa?
710 Seventh St. 2 bedroom unfum. heat A AC
paid. 362-3446

520 EAST REED
ONLY ONE LEFT!
2 BR. turn. apt.
Iree water A sewer
across from campus
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main, 352-6820

704 Sth St
2 bedroom. completely turn.
Microwave. ACS laundry fad
2,3,4 person rates
352-3445
Hours 9-9. local owner

601/603 FIFTH
2 BR turn & unfum apts
free heat, water I sewer
9 1/2 mo leases
laundry facilities
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
321 S. Main, 352-5120

oumr ft* &&& ume oa*s/wtm\
000D /A/ MS PRESS, AA/P Mi BOlFRim
I MEAW, TUE 6WI bJA$ &>M& OUT WW, SAM

1

Motorcycle shield, will fit any bike over 500
cc, take beat offer, must sell, call Drag al
372-4838 and leave manege.

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
by Chuck Bost

'76Cemaro

Dishwasher part time Nights & weekends Apply at Days Inn Ask lor Jim or Ed

Professional couple needs dependable chad
care for 1 and 3 yr olds In our Perrysburg Two
home 1 -3 days per week. Transportation and
references required. 1-874-2147.

(41 Sixth
2BRapts
2 lull baths S dishwasher
9 124 12mo leases
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
321 S. Msln. 352-5(20

A pre coeage residential program
tor
high school students

ITEMS FOR SALE: 14" Color TV ($80): VCR
($120). Brand New Zenith 2400 Ext Modem
($100): microwave ($80): Desk ($30): BentJey
Acoustic Electric Guitar ($120). Leather Jacket
(L|-$45
Everything Must go! Al prices negotiable
Cal Ray at 353-9179

Like to sell?
Like to play games?
OoBothl
Make money by selling the latest new card
game SAKI Make up to $96 per dozen sold
Compete for cash bonuses based on sales per
lomance Work on your own schedule on campus Arrange for an interview by calling Jim at
419 666-3333 "You may call collect" Be one
of the select few chosen. Cal now. Minimum
investment m inventory under $100!

(24 Sixth
2 BR turn A unfum apt*
free heat, water 6 sewer
quiet butting
laundry faclktiea
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
326 8. Main, 352-5620

UPWARD SOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June 23- Aug 3. 1901
feu weeks)

Cruise Ship Jobs
Hiring Men - Women SummerYear Round PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES. REC PERSONNEL
Excel pay-Free travel Caribbean
Hawaii. Bahamas. South Pacific. Mexico
CALL NOW' Cal refundable
1 -206-736-7000. Ext 600N2

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM.
$1000 In just one week.
Earn up to $ 1000 for your
campus organization Plus
a chance at $5000 moref
This program works1 No
investment needed CeJI
I-800-9320528Ext 50

2 BORM APTS-FURN 6 UNFURN
Near Hemaman Free heat 4 cable TV
g 12 or Summer lea Rale-Info sheets
aval front desk Beat Western Falcon
Pkua Motel (across from Harehmen)

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Walters. Walt
reeaea. Buaeera. Lifeguards
Tangiewood
Country Club. 8746 Tangiewood Trail Chagrin
Fa»a. OH 44022 IBamBnoge Twp ) Apply In
parson, send for application, or cal (210)
543-7010

372 2097

Marketing Majors
Summer sales positions, average profit $5.100
' Summer Great experience tor a career
Please drop your name, major. & phone no to
PC MB 2562

Entropy

Sales reps ' *5- $10 an hour
Cal 3S2-U435

m 'WH

ATTEND ONE OF THESE INFO MEETINGS
SUN APRIL 7 7 0OPMO10O7BABLDG
MON APRILS 9 15PM«» 1002 BABLDG
TUES APRIL 9 9 15 PMO1007 BABLOG
MARK YOUR CALANDAR

Heel t Sole Shoe Repair
now located al
1 SO S. Main, neit to Ban Franklin

1 or 2 roommatei needed for August '91 to
August 92 University VWage Apia Contact
Jarmyat 353-5171

Summer Subkwser Needed - 1 female, own
bedroom. AC S43 Sixth St . $348 al Summer
Cal 352 5936

if you find a summer fob
on your own thai Is related
to your career goals.
Call tha Co-op Program
172-2451
to regleter It with ua
tor FREE Academic Recognition

iEAitaia2POMMCrirrTiIi

t non-smotung female roommala needed for
91-92 school year Very ctoee to campua very
cheap' Cal MtcheUe or Roxanne at 372-1761
or leave a meaaaoe

Seniors and Qrads
803-815 8th St
2 bdrm.. gas heat
A/C, spacious
9 1/2A 12mo leases
Laundry, private perking
JAY-MAR APTS.
354-6036
Smal house for rent In BG $280 per month.
1-832-3681
Summer Sublease Available
Partially Fum 1 bdrm $275 per month. Al utKties and cable included Call 354-7258
Summer Sublease
Nice Apt. AC. Pool, room for
354 4993

2

people.

Three Apartments In house
Close to campus. 443 N Enterprise
AptAI bdrm. cute, 12
mo. lease, August 91, $340 mo
Ap«S 3 bdrm , Lfi, kitchen den. bath. 12 mo
lease. Auguat 91 $576.mo
Apt. C Large efficiency. 12 mo lease. Aug 91
$286 / mo.
call Carte al 1-411-4474

by Jim

Jim's Journal
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TOM GORMAN & DAN HART

IOTP

5:15

Dan Hart

Tom Gorman

Admission is free

7:00 pm, Friday, March 15th
West Hall 121
Sponsered by: Commuter Off-Campus Organization, Freshman Off-Campus
University Students, Honors Student Association, Resident
Student Association, and the Off-Campus Student Center

